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Bobine No. 18 
T 46 
L. Barbara, ask Mr. Borowi what he thinks of cinema, does he find it damned 

annoying? 
B.B. Yes, yes… certainly… 
L. …translate! 
B. I’m listening… Well he says that the Poles made a film at this station called 

“Departure and Return”… 
L. Yes… 
B.B. Yes, but in the film the station was called Pad… and there was all sorts of 

disruption, especially a lot of work for the railroad workers, because they wanted 
everything redone to look like it did during the war; they had to demolish a wall, 
then put up lights… 

L. Tell him that’s still how it is…  
… (laughs) … 

L. I’d like you to ask Mr. Borowi, please, if he was already living here during the 
war. 

B.B. Yes, during the occupation… 
L. That is, during… 
B.B. He was born here in ’23 and he’s lived here up to the present. 
L. And he lived exactly in this spot? 
B.B. Yes, exactly here. 
L. So he was one of the first to see all of that, over there, right? 
B.B. Of course. 
L. So, he saw everything? 
B.B. Everything.  He couldn’t go near it, but he watched from a distance… They also 

have a bit of land on the other side of the station, so to get to work he had to cross 
the tracks, so he saw everything. 

L. So, can he remember, could he tell us now what he saw? 
B.B. Well, okay; he saw the convoys arrive, each one with about 60 or 80 cars, and 

then there would be 2 locomotives that would pull the convoys to the camp, and 
each time the locomotive would take 20 cars… 

L. 20 cars.  And the cars would return empty? 
B. Tak!  Tak! 
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L. Does he remember? 
B.B. Okay, here’s what would happen: the train would take 20 cars and pull them  

towards the field (champ); that would take about a half an hour… 
L. Towards the camp, not the champ! 
B.B. Towards the camp, towards the forest, as Mr. Borowi says… and when the cars  



came back, they would take the next 20 and during that time, the people who had 
already been transported, the first ones, they would already be dead. 

L. They were already dead.  Was it hot like it is today during the summer of 1942? 
B.B. Yes, yes.  Well, he remembers that during the summer when the Jews staged their  

revolt in the camp… 
L. That was in 1943. 
B.B. Yes, but it was very hot!  He remembers the fact that the Germans and the  

Ukrainians took two cars and went swimming in the Bug. 
L. Went swimming in the Bug, okay. 
B.B. So, that was when the camp started to burn. 
L. Yes… no, no… but the question is during the summer of ’42.  Stop, stop, stop! 
End of the reel. 
 
Bobine No. 25 
T 47 
L. Barbara, I’d like you to ask Mr. Borowi to try and explain better—since I’m very 

curious—how it was possible to live during that time, for over a year, just 150 
meters, 200 meters from these train cars full of Jews waiting to be led to their 
deaths, and could he explain how they lived through that, that is, continuing to 
live, continuing to work.  Wait, wait, wait!  Interrupt!  Translate! 

B.B. He says that from the first day that the convoys began arriving here, they… that 
they began building something, building the barracks, digging ditches there, 
where the camp would eventually be…  And sometimes it wasn’t even just 
Jews working there, there were people they had taken from the villages, people 
began to think something was going on. 

L. Wait, wait! 
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Bobine No. 25 
T 48 
L. Barbara, I’d like you to ask Mr. Borowi if he remembers the arrival of the very 

first convoy of… of Jews coming from Warsaw on the 22 of July 1942? 
B.B. No, he doesn’t remember. 
L. Why doesn’t he remember? 
B.B. Well, of course he can’t remember the exact date, he didn’t know that he’d ever 

have the occasion to talk to anyone about it… 
L. Yes… no, no… but the date doesn’t matter.  Does he remember the first convoy? 
B.B. Yes, well, okay, he remembers the first convoy very well, and when they brought 

all those Jews here, people began to ask themselves, what are they going to do 
with them?  They understood very well that they intended to kill them, but we 
didn’t know how.  So… 

L. Translate, translate, translate! 
B.B. Well, okay: when people began to understand a little of what was going on, they 

were frightened, they began to comment to each other that never in the history of 
the world had so many people been assassinated like this. 



L. Yes, but what effect did it have on people to be only 150 meters from the very 
place where this was going on, right in front of these train cars, in the spot where 
the deported Jews were waiting to die? 

B.B. Well, okay, he says that above all they were very frightened, they didn’t want to 
live, and then they began to ask themselves what they would do when their turn 
came; they began looking for guns, because he says they decided that they’d die 
biting the Germans if they had to; they said to themselves: even three or four of 
them, but we’ll bite them to death. 

L. ….Wait, wait; so they really thought that their turn would come, too?  Ask him. 
B.B. Yes, they really thought so because it seems like the Germans told them that after 

the Jews and the Gypsies, it would be time for the Poles. 
L. Yes, but… for the moment, what was happening, it was just the Jews, right…? 
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B.B. He says they would have preferred to die here than in the camp; and that the 

Germans would die too, well, at least a few of them. 
L. They didn’t die, huh, they didn’t die!  Fortunately! 
B.B. Well, they didn’t have time because they were fighting the war on all fronts, and 

they promised the Germans that once the war was over, the Germans wouldn’t 
have to do anything, the others would work. 

L. I don’t understand.  Who was fighting the war on all fronts? 
B. The Germans. 
L. And who did they make the promise to? 
B. To the other Germans, that once the war was over, everyone else would work and 

the Germans wouldn’t do anything. 
L. Oh, yes, yes, okay… Wait, wait; but while they were waiting, while all this 

business was going on under their noses, daily life continued, they worked the 
fields, right? 

B.B. Of course they worked, but they didn’t have their usual work ethic; they were 
forced to work, but when they saw what was going on here they said to 
themselves: okay, what if they come in the night and surround our houses and 
take us away, too? 

L. They were afraid for themselves, essentially? 
B.B. Yes, they were afraid; they even tried to protect themselves.  His cousins, his 

brothers and sister would stand guard at night so that the Germans couldn’t 
surprise them in their sleep. 

L. Were they afraid for the Jews, too? 
B.B. Well: he says that if I cut my finger, it wouldn’t hurt him.  But in any case, they 

saw what happened to the Jews because all the convoys that would arrive here, 
well, they would head for the camp and the people would disappear.   

L. Yes, but they knew what was going on, right? 
B.B. He can’t say that he… 
L. Cut! 
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Continuation of interview with Mr. Borowi (redo of TR 48) 
TR 56 
L. Barbara, I’d like you to ask Mr. Borowi if he remembers the arrival of the first 

convoy of deported Jews, coming from Warsaw, here, on the 22nd of July 1942. 
B.B. He doesn’t remember the exact date. 
L. Yes, but it’s not… 
B. It’s not… it’s not… 
L. … the date that’s important, it’s whether he remembers the first convoy.  I happen 

to know the date. 
B.B. Yes; he (inaudible)… because he was living here. 
L. He was living here; 150 meters from here. 
B.B. Yes, he li… they li… they used to live in a little wooden house, closer to the 

road… and sometimes at night… 
L. Even closer, but right here, in this spot… 
B. No, a little closer to the road than… 
L. Yes… yes, but here, in the same place? 
B.B. Yes, yes, of course.  And sometimes he had to sleep on the ground at night… 

because of the gunfire… you had to sleep on the ground so you wouldn’t be shot. 
L. Gunfire… who were they shooting at? 
B.B. During the Jews’ escape attempts. 
L. Oh, they were shooting at Jews. 
B.B. Yes, so they took the precaution of getting… of sleeping on the ground, on the 
floor. 
L. Of course. 
B.B. …because we’re on a slight hill, it was very dangerous if you… 
L. They would shoot a lot, huh? 
B.B. Yes, during the escape attempts they would shoot a lot. 
L. Yes. 
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B.B. So, that’s how it was. 
L. That’s how it was. 
B.B. Mr. Borowi wants to know if we’re finished. 
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Bobine No. 26 
T 49 
L. Tell me, it seems like, everyone says that there was a horrendous smell during 

those months when, over which they were gassing the Jews… 
B.B. Well, he says that, of course, there was a very strong smell because of all the 

bodies in the ditches and, then they would spray them with a special liquid that he 
doesn’t know the name of, (he says it might have been phosphorous), and then 
they would add logs, and then they would set it all on fire; and the burning created 
the smell. 



L. Yes: but it seems that there was a smell, well, even when they weren’t burning the 
bodies, the smell of the bodies decomposing in the mass graves, rotting corpses, 
in other words… 

B.B. Yes, he says that they burned all the bodies, all the bodies, all the time… So, he 
says that during the day you could only see a bit of smoke, but at night there was 
a glow over the camp… 

L. Over there, next to the camp… 
B.B. Next to the camp, that’s it, yes… and then when there was the dew, the smell was 

very strong, and when the wind was blowing from that direction you could smell 
it ten kilometers away. 

L. Yes, and how did you manage to live like that, to eat, to work, to… he was a 
young man… to make love? 

B.B. Well, he says that, fortunately in this climate the wind blows in all directions, so 
there are winds from the north, the center, wherever… so fortunately sometimes 
there were periods when you couldn’t smell it; and anyway, everyone tried to 
shield themselves from it; they would close the windows… 

L. They would close all of them? 
B.B. Yes, so it couldn’t get into the apartment. 
L. And when it was hot, would they still shut all the windows? 
B.B. Well, he says that fortunately it wasn’t hot all the time, because at night it wasn’t 

all that hot, so during the day it was bearable; yes, because the smell came with 
the dew… 

L. Why the dew? 
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B.B. … well, Mr. Borowi says that dew carries the smell… and, for example, when 

there’s sun, a little wind, then during the day it’s not that bad, because there was 
all this business going on; while during the night, with the dew, it always came… 
he says: we’re not gypsies.  We aren’t constantly on the move; we had to stay 
here, so we did. 

L. Ha, they’re not what: … gypsies… 
B.B. …gypsies; so they don’t move around… yes, gypsies, they’re nomads, so they 

travel around, they go around the country… 
L. And they aren’t nomads; they must have suffered a lot for being stationary… ask 

him. 
B.B. There was no way to avoid it. 
L. Did they suffer a lot? 
B.B. Of course. 
L. And what was Mr. Borowi thinking when he saw all those Jews marching during 

the summer of 1942; they watched 900,000 Jews pass through… and what was he 
thinking as he said to himself that two hours later, they’d be dead? 

B.B. …well, okay: as he watched all that, he was saying to himself that something had 
to be done, they had to kill as many Germans as possible because of their 
tremendous power, so they had to try to kill as many Germans as they could; he 
was thinking that the Jews didn’t have any nerve: how could they just stay like 



that without doing anything?  Finally, he said that in the ghetto in Warsaw they 
staged a revolt; so it’s… 

L. Ask him to explain that: what does he mean when he says that the Jews didn’t 
have any nerve? 

B.B. He would watch these people, the train cars were overflowing; so he quickly 
estimated that in each convoy there had to be at least 6,000 people or even more, 
and there were 5 or 6 Ukrainians or Germans there.  So, if a Jew jumped out the 
window, opened the door, cut the barbed-wire to open the gates… well then 
everyone could have escaped.  He wondered why they didn’t do that. 

L. And so, according to him, why didn’t they? 
B.B. He says they weren’t courageous enough… they didn’t have any courage as soon 

as a Pole would show them: you’re going there; but we’ll do this to you. 
-7- 
L. …and; wait, wait; he would talk to the Jews? 
B.B. Yes.  When they would cry out for water.  You must understand, you must 

understand, these people, crammed into these train cars that came here, from God 
knows where; sometimes it would be a very, very long journey.  They were so 
crammed together that they were nearly naked; they were half-naked; so even if 
they had eaten, even if they had brought food with them, well then they’d want 
something to drink; so they would cry, “water, water!”… 

L. I’d like to understand because on one hand he says that the Jews were cowardly 
and didn’t have enough courage and on the other he explains that they were so 
crammed together, cooped up in these train cars that they couldn’t do anything… 
So, we need to understand each other. 

B. … 
L. Stop, stop!  Silence! 
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Bobine No. 27 
T 50 
L. Tell me, Barbara, there’s something I’d like to understand… because Mr. Borowi 

is saying two things that seem contradictory.  He says that on one hand the Jews 
lacked courage, that they were cowardly, and on the other that they were terrible 
crowded in these train cars, dying of thirst, totally naked, and in addition what… 
there were a lot of women, a lot of children, a lot of elderly people in these train 
cars, so what could they have done, in his opinion? 

B.B. Well, okay: he says that in each car there was a window—with barbed-wire across 
it, of course—but the Jews certainly had knives, hammers with them and 
sometimes they succeeded in removing the barbed-wire. 

L. The screen. 
B.B. …the screen.  But, in fact, one day something like that happened.  A Jew jumped 

out the window, and there was a Ukrainian right there, so he went up to him and 
said, “well, what do you want, you bastard?  Shoot!  Shoot!”… 

L. …the Jew? 
B.B. The Jew, yes.  And the Ukrainian didn’t kill him. 
L. … wait, wait! 



B.B. Okay, he says that, if they wanted to run away, most of them spoke Polish, so if 
they’d asked the Poles to open the gates, there wasn’t always someone standing 
guard… well there were almost always three guards at night and the train went 
about 70 meters, so at night it would have been possible to open the doors; they 
would ask for water… 

L. …because the trains would stay here overnight? 
B.B. Yes, well… 
L. Ask him, ask him… 
B.B. …yes, they would arrive at night, too… 
L. And so, and so… 
B.B. And so they would ask for water… 
L. What’s going on? 
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Bobine No. 28 
T 51 
L. …but, I’d like to go back to what Mr. Borowi just said: this Jew who found 

himself face to face with a Ukrainian, and who said to him: “-Tire!”  Does he 
think this man was courageous or cowardly? 

B.B. It seems like he’s saying he was pretty cowardly. 
L. Pretty cowardly? 
B.B. …well, okay: in his opinion, he should have gone up to him, asking for 

something, taken his gun from him, get him on the ground and kill him.  As it 
was, he lost his life and he didn’t do anything to the other guy. 

L. That’s what he would have done? 
B.B. Yes. 
L. Ask Mr. Borowi what he would have done after having spent 2 years in the 

ghetto, after having been starved, after having been completely terrorized for 2 
years, dying of hunger… What would he have done?  And crammed into a train 
car, huh? 

B.B. He says that he would never have come here; he would have escaped from the 
ghetto, like they did in Warsaw. 

L. He wouldn’t have stayed in the ghetto? 
B.B. Yes, when the time comes for me to die, fine, I’ll die, but you’ll die, too. 
L. What’s the meaning of the gesture that he would make in front of the Jews?  The 

finger on the throat, what does that mean? 
B.B. People who had the chance to approach the Jews would show them that sign to 

warn them that they would be hung or murdered. 
L. Did he ever do it? 
B.B. Yes.  Even the foreign Jews from Czechoslovakia, Belgium, France, certainly 

from Holland, too… elsewhere, they didn’t know.  Because… the Polish Jews, 
they knew… because in the little outlying villages they were already talking about 
it.  So the Polish Jews, they had been warned, while the others, they hadn’t been. 

L. Who were they warning?  The Polish Jews, or the others? 
B.B. Both.  Yes, he says that the foreign Jews would arrive here in a Pullman train, that 

they would be smartly dressed in white shirts… 
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…that there were flowers in their cars, that they would be playing cards… 

L. But… 
B.B. And they were… Well, those Jews, the foreign Jews, were accompanied by the 

police, and not the Gestapo. 
L. … German police. 
B.B. German police, and they were headed for the promised land, that they would 

have… 
L. …so? 
B.B. While the Polish Jews were accompanied by Ukranians and Lethons, and 

especially those who arrived from the Warsaw ghetto… 
L. But, tell me, does he think… well, he would pass by these cars full of passengers, 

in front of the Pullman, as he says, and so, would he make the hang gesture in 
front of these foreign Jews, who were very calm, who didn’t expect anything? 

B.B. Yes… to all the Jews… in principle, at least. 
L. So, he would walk along the platform like that?  Ask him… 
B.B. Yes, the road was like it is now, so it ran right by the platform… when the guard 

wasn’t looking… (he laughs)… he’d make that sign. 
L. He wasn’t brazen enough to do it in front of the guard? 
B.B. No, no, no, no… It was wartime.  The Poles who gave water to the Jews were 

shot, too. 
L. This sign, it’s represents slitting a throat, like when you slaughter a pig… is that 

how you slaughter a pig? 
B.B. Yes. 
L. But, does he think that such a gesture is a call for help?  Ask him, pass my 

question along… 
B.B. He thinks, well, I think they understood… because when they would arrive here, 

the Jews, the foreigners, were all confident, they didn’t understand anything, and 
he thinks they would begin to understand when they saw the piles of clothes in the 
camp, and when they smelled that odor inside the camp. 

L. Could you smell the odor here, too? 
B.B. It depended on the wind… 
L. Yes. 
B.B. It depended on the wind… 
L. No, but did it ever happen that the Jews could smell it while they were waiting 

here? 
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B.B. … (L.: Ask him a question before you translate) 
L. Ask him if he thinks that it would have been more humane… wait, if he thinks 

that it would have been more humane and more benevolent not to make that 
gesture, since, in any case, they were doomed. 

B.B. He says that the Polish Jews already knew… even without seeing the gesture, they 
knew… 

L. Did he take a certain pleasure… did he take a certain pleasure in making that 
gesture? 



B.B. No… it was a warning, so they could defend themselves… 
L. Wait, wait… ask him… ask him if he… Mr. Borowi!  Ask him if he really 

believes what he’s saying; he knows very well that they couldn’t defend 
themselves… So, I for one don’t believe that the true meaning of that gesture was 
to incite the Jews to defend themselves… ask him to answer truthfully. 

B.B. You can think what you like… but the Poles… but the Poles said to themselves, 
they must be able to defend themselves… kill two or three Germans at least, 
because even if I know I’m going to die, I’ve got to kill a few Germans, too. 

L. And so why didn’t they kill the Germans themselves? 
L. (after a flood of Polish) Wait, wait, wait! 
 
Bobine No. 29 
T 52 
L. Why didn’t they kill the Germans or the Ukranians themselves? 
B.B. Well, okay, he says that they couldn’t because their families lived here, they had 

their homes here, they worked on the railroad, so the railroad workers knew them, 
and there were also traitors who could give them up, so in that case, you’d have to 
flee, and your brother, your sister, your family, they would all be killed. 

L. I understand, I understand, it’s very, very clear… But, um, were there many Jews 
killed right here? 
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B.B. … well, okay, he says that that would depend on the convoy, but there were 

convoys where quite a few people would force open the doors or escape out the 
window, so, if they were caught, they would be killed right here, and there were 
even cases where the Ukrainians would shoot through the walls of the cars… 

L. …through the side of the car? 
B. Yes. 
L. Why? 
… (long response, then Borowi hums) 
L. Translate that! 
B.B. Well, so, that would happen especially at night, because when the Jews would talk 

amongst themselves, as he demonstrated, the Ukrainians who wanted calm would 
ask them to be quiet.  

L. calm… 
B.B. yes… well, so the Jews would be quiet and then when the guard left they’d start 

talking again, in their language… like he was doing, ra-ra-ra, etc… 
L. What was he doing, what did he mean… I don’t know what he was trying to 

imitate… was it a particular noise that the Jews would make? 
B.B. They would talk in Jewish. 
L. They would talk in Jewish, okay.  Does Mr. Borowi understand Jewish? 
B.B. No, so the guard… 
L. And is it a particular sound, a particular noise?  The Jews cooped up in these train 

cars, talking together? 
B.B. It would depend… Well, okay, sometimes there were normal conversations, 

sometimes people were shouting, sometimes the Jews were arguing, so the 



Ukrainians wanted them to be quiet, and besides, he says, they were the masters 
of the situation, and for them, killing one man was like killing a fly… 

L. Ah, of course… Is it true that the railroad, especially during the period of the 
extermination of the Jews, during the summer of ’42; is it true that the railroad 
between Warsaw and here, for example, was littered with bodies?  People who 
had tried to escape? 

B.B. … well, he says that as far as he knows, there weren’t that many bodies, that that 
happened mostly… the Jews who lived, let’s say 100 kilometers from here, they 
already knew what was going on here, so, they would try to escape, so sure, they 
would kill them. 

L. And what would they do with the bodies? 
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B.B. Mostly it was local authorities who directed the digging of graves, and the burial 

of bodies, because they spread disease… 
L. It must have contributed to the general rottenness?  Ask him. 
B.B. You can’t leave bodies to decompose out in the open… yes, eventually animals 

will come scavenge it, so, it’s better to put it in underground… 
L. Yes.  Okay, let’s talk about something else.  The gold, the Jews’ gold, ask Mr. 

Borowi. 
B.B. Well, sometimes they Jews would simply throw their gold out the window, so the 

Poles who found it would take it; but he says that more often they had it hidden in 
their clothes and even in their shoes, for example the cobblers would have special 
shoes that they could hide their gold in… well, any kind of valuables.  And that 
would come all the way to the camp.  Sometimes, even here, you’d find these 
clothes and those, he says, who were curious, would take them apart and 
sometimes they’d find dollars or gold. 

L. Were there lots of curious people?  Ask him. 
B.B. Yes, in the… well, he says that happened in the later period, because in the 

beginning the peasants were mostly interested in land; they had been working the 
land for centuries.  They didn’t even know what a dollar or a diamond was… this 
was how they learned. 

L. So, all the Jews were rich? 
B.B. No, well, he says they weren’t all rich; but in any case each of them had 

something with them, because they were involved in commerce, they worked in 
industry; so they had things, gold… they… it’s… they preferred to have that than 
anything else.  He says that even the poorest Jew had a bit of gold… some had 
more than others, but everyone had something on him. 

L. So anyway, every Jew had some gold? 
B.B. Almost all of them… he says that usually they had some; but of course there those 

who preferred girls, or preferred to spend it on drinking, so of course it was 
possible that they didn’t have any money.  There are some of those kind of men 
here, too, he says.   

L. But how does he explain that the Jews had gold? 
B.B. … 
L. wait, wait… 
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Bobine No. 30 
T 53 
L. Barbara, I’d like you to ask Mr. Borowi: there was a lot of trafficking in the 

region, around the camp, of this Jewish gold, etc… dollars, etc… 
B.B. Well, yes, of course there was organized trafficking around the camp, Mr. Borowi 

says that there were people who would arrive from villages, and even from 
Warsaw who were quite aware of the value of these objects, who even had tiny 
special scales with aced to see how much gold was in an object… 

L. Who were they trafficking with? 
B.B. Well, the gold would leave the camp through the Ukrainians who—in secret—

because the Germans didn’t allow it, would take the gold out of the camp; they’d 
come to the homes of the peasants, and they’d want something to eat or drink and 
they’d pay for it in gold or dollars. 

L. So everyone benefited a little… 
B.B. He says that sometimes they’d pay them with water and there were also Jews 

who, knowing that it was the end, didn’t want to leave their valuables to the 
Germans and so they’d throw their objects or their clothes out the windows, and 
there were people who would find them… 

L. Were there really prostitutes who would come from Warsaw and move into the 
villages to… 

B.B. We’re too far from Treblinka… 
L. In Poniatowo? 
B.B. Yes, in Poniatowo there were… people say there were; there were women (…) 

who had fun with the (peasants?) 
L. Listen, it’s not that far! 
B.B. And they’d pay these women in gold, he says. 
L. Poniatowo is only 2 kilometers from here, and Volgahou-Wanblik is 3 kilometers; 

so that’s not so far from here. 
B.B. No, but he says that Treblinka is a little farther away, though, so the other villages 

were closer… 
L. People say, people say… he knows, actually. 
B.B. No… he says he knows it existed. 
L. Fine.  Something else: did the peasants continue to work their fields around the 

camp? 
B.B. Yes… 3, 4, 5 meters from the camp you could work the land… 
L. You could work the land; so people would work during the whole 
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period around the camp?  Does Mr. Borowi have fields?... (B: No, no)… Here, are 
there people who have fields? 

B.B. Yes, there are some… there are 3 or 4 who have their fields right near the camp… 
L. And in Poniatowo, too? 
B.B. People who live here have land in Poniatowo. 
L. So they heard what was going on, anyway, while they were working? 



B.B. Well, he says that he wanted to see what was going on in the camp, that he was 
curious; and one time he took his bicycle, and he took the road that led to the 
camp.  The road passed, he says… 700 meters from the camp.  And there you 
could hear something that sounded like the bird calls, like music, and sometimes 
you could hear people speaking Jewish. 

L. There were bird calls. 
B. Like geese, almost, he says.  
L. … Geese, but what does that mean?  People who were being killed?  What was it? 
B.B. … (L: translate, translate!) … Yes, well, to him it sounded like geese, like music, 

then there would be strange noises from time to time, and you’d hear Jews 
shouting; as Ayhva said, for instance… So he says there was also Jewish militia 
inside, so, they were obliged to talk because there were also young Jewesses who 
did chores, who would clean the barracks where the Germans lived… 

L. …yes, but tell me something: at the time, did they talk in church about what was 
going on? 

B.B. The priests would say that people were dying around us and we had to pray for 
them… 

L. … ah, the priests would say that in their sermons… is Mr. Borowi religious? 
B.B. Yes, he’s Roman Catholic. 
L. …very.  He’s Roman Catholic.  And in his opinion, why did all of this happen to 

the Jews? 
B.B. He says he’s not educated, he’s not a politician, but during the war he talked to 

many people about that, and even the old Jews would say, from what he says, 
before the war, that the time would come when they would have to die. 
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L. I heard him say the word Talmud. 
B.B. Yes, it was written in the Talmud. 
L. How did he know? 
B.B. The old Jews would say so. 
L. How did they know that? … Translate, translate!  Where did you stop? 
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L. Barbara, ask Mr. Borowi why, in his opinion, all of this happened to the Jews? 
B.B. He says that in any case, in the international arena, his opinion’s not important so 

he’ll say what he thinks he knows… but his personal opinion, despite his 
reservations… 

L. Tell him I don’t care about the international arena. 
B.B. He says that he believes a little of what they say in religion… and that besides, in 

the Jewish religion they also said they would perish one day… If… well… he 
thinks it’s a higher power, if that exists. 

L. Why would have to perish one day? 
B.B. Yes… the old Jews would say that their religion said that… one day they would 

have to perish, but why, they never told him… 
L. Yes, but how does he know that? 



B.B. Well, he says there were Jewish merchants who would come to their villages and 
who would buy calves, ducks, and who would sell them herrings and other 
products and… he often talked with his parents, too and he heard them say that in 
these very conversations… So, he heard from the Germans that a man who 
doesn’t work is a parasite who must be killed; like you would cut down a tree that 
didn’t bear fruit… And the Germans would say that the Jews and Gypsies were 
parasites, that they earned their living through exploitations, and… the Germans 
would say they respected hard work and if for example someone lied or stole, 
they would kill him, even the Poles… he had neighbors who were thieves, so the 
Germans had no respect for them. 

L. Does he agree that the Jews and Gypsies were lazy people, traffickers… 
B.B. He says that, independent… independently of the work that… a man does, even if 

he earns his living through intellectual work or… scams, he’s still a man, as for 
him, he’s got nothing against them… but the Germans hated it. 

L. Yes, but… he’s still sort of in agreement that these were people who 
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earned their living through trafficking and scams? 
B.B. I think… a game like that… because in Poland people live off the land and the 

Jews were mostly merchants… they rarely worked in agriculture.  They preferred 
commerce, they didn’t want to settle the land… He thinks they earned their living 
more easily! 

L. But just now, I heard him say the word Christ… What does that mean? 
B.B. Well, he said that in our religion, there was an era when Christ lived, and the Jews 

crucified him and so, as you know, there was the resurrection… but it was… what 
happened to the Jews, was something that happened to them exactly because of 
what they did to Christ. 

L. Ah! That’s it… they were atoning… atoning for their crime. 
B.B. Yes, yes. 
L. Ask him if that’s right? 
B.B. Yes; our Catholic elders said that, so now I’m repeating it. 
L. Yes, yes, of course. 
B.B. He says his personal opinion doesn’t matter much… There are things he can’t fix. 
L. Ask Mr. Borowi if I’m Jewish or not? 
B.B. You, and me?  We both look like Jews. 
L. Wait, we’ll continue this… stop for a second. 
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L. Barbara, ask… ask… um.  Excuse me, Mr. Borowi (Mr. Borowi is speaking…).  

Please ask Mr. Borowi if, in his opinion, I’m Jewish or not. 
B.B. He thinks you are. 
L. Why? 
B.B. The way you speak, your gait… mostly the way you speak… of course you speak 

French, but you have a slight Jewish accent. 



L. Oh!  I have a Jewish accent?  So much the better, so much the better.  But my 
gait, what’s a Jewish gait like? 

B.B. You sway a bit. 
L. Oh?  And how does he know that Jews sway? 
B.B. Yes. 
L. But he sways, too! 
B.B. No, everyone has a different gait… him, too… he says: “I have a different gait!” 
L. So I sway, I sway like a Jew? 
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B.B. Yes. 
L. Has he ever seen Jews sway? 
B.B. Yes, he’s seen that gait before. 
L. Has he seen any Jews since 1942-1943? 
B.B. Well he… he saw some at the inauguration of the camp. 
L. Oh yes! 
B.B. …because the monument was commissioned by foreign Jews… from what he’s 

heard, it was paid for by foreign Jews… and they came for the inauguration. 
L. What does he think of the fact… what does he think of the fact that the Jews 

didn’t all die, in the end? 
B.B. It’s very good… its great that they managed to survive… he’s a brave boy, to be 

still alive… to this very day! 
L. Because he’s alive. 
B.B. Because he managed, yes, to survive. 
L. But, tell me, does he think that something like this could ever happen again? 
B.B. He doesn’t think so. 
L. Translate that for me! (as Borowi speaks). 
B.B. He says that here… actually, no he says that he doesn’t know the world very well; 

that maybe in countries that have black people, perhaps they could do something 
like this… But here, he thinks that it won’t happen again, that science and 
technology have come… too far, that we’ve understood… 

L. So… the… okay… Tell him that without science and technology… they still 
needed a lot of technology and a lot of science to exterminate 6 million Jews, 
right? 

Borowi talks. 
L. Okay, that’s good, that’s good… 
B.B. He thinks that war isn’t there, in any case.  He thinks that people who travel… 

heads of state who travel around the world… they can’t agree. 
L. Okay… wait, wait… thank Mr. Borowi profusely for all of this precious, 

fascinating information and tell him… ask him how much we owe him… how 
much he’d like us to give him. 

B.B. He says, “I can’t say” 
L. I don’t have dollars, but… 
B.B. He says if you pay him… you pay him, otherwise it doesn’t matter and we know 

better what his work is worth, because we’re traveling around the country. 
L. Oh, he’s (???), too! 



B.B. When he says… give… um… you’ll say: “Oh that bastard!  He’s 
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asking too much!  That would be a gift! 
L. No, no… not at all, not at all… Tell him that we have Jewish gold… Jewish gold 

for him! 
B.B. We must have money to make this film, because someone must be financing it. 
(laughs) 
L. Tell him it’s the Jews! 
B.B. Yes, they’ve got a lot of money. 
L. Oh!  You think they’ve got a lot of money?  How much? 
B.B. Especially the American Jews. 
L. Oh yes!  Okay tell him that all the American Jews speak (???) Polish Jewish very 

well. 
B.B. That’s possible… And it seems like it’s a Jew from Voromine (??) in Poland… 
L. Yes, his parents, absolutely.  What does he think of Israel… of the Israelis.  Does 

he think they’re brave, or not? 
B.B. He thinks that Israel is supported by the Americans, because it’s a game… 
L. It’s what? 
B.B. It’s a game, a kid’s game!  Without the help of major powers, such a tiny thing 

would have been destroyed long ago! 
L. Yes, that’s the… the Catholic point of view… or is it the Communist point of 

view? 
B.B. It’s a political point of view.   
L. That’s tenable, that’s tenable!  Okay, how much? 
B.B. We don’t know ourselves, we’re going… 
L. Okay, okay, well… 
B. Can we move around a little? 
L. Come on I’m going to talk to him… come on, you’ll translate. 
B.B. Okay now tell him… can he tell your fortune or not? 
L. Him?  He’s a genius!  He recognized and exposed me as Jewish, immediately; he 

has flair, tell him he’s got flair… he’s got a feel for the Jews.  Tell him that! 
B.B. He’s just reporting what he saw. 
L. He’s got a nice way about him! 
B.B. And he doesn’t lie! 
L. I know he doesn’t lie… and that’s great!  Tell him that I thank him for his 

sincerity. 
B.B. He doesn’t have… yes, it doesn’t matter to him if you get angry at him or if you  
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don’t, he’s just giving his opinion. 
L. It’s not a question of getting angry! 
B.B. (A few inaudible words)… world politics, but someone’s running it… Politics is a 

bad… is a bad thing! 
L. Yes… I’m not sure if all of it, if it was about politics… 



B.B. What most disappointed him here, about the Jewish people who were 
exterminated so brutally, is that after… after the war, the Germans went to Israel, 
they shook hands with them and sent police who said: “it was the Poles who 
murdered the Jews in Poland, not us!”  He says: “but how can they say that?”  No 
one ever did that!  And now they trade with the Jews, once again to exploit them. 

L. He’s right, he’s right. 
 
End of the interview with Mr. Borowi. 
 
 
 
 


